Noodle & Sushi Bar Access Statement
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Welcome
Wudon is a family run sushi and noodle bar that serves a fusion of
oriental flavours, Chinese, Thai and Japanese. We combine fresh
produce with authentic oriental ingredients to give you super tasty
meals.
Everyone is welcome to our modern restaurant, which is relaxed with
a flexible menu and friendly staff. Most dishes can be amended to
suit preferred tastes or to cater for any dietary requirements; please
let us know before ordering.
Located in the heart of Glasgow's West End, the city centre is only 10
minutes drive away (2 miles). We are on a busy main road with plenty
of shops and attractions nearby.
We offer:
• An accessible toilet
• Baby changing facilities.
• Large Print Menus
• Catering for any dietary requirements you may have.
(Please discuss these with our staff before you place your order.)
We look forward to welcoming you. If you have any queries or require
any assistance please phone 0141 357 3033 or email info@wudonnoodlebar.co.uk

Pre-Arrival
Subway
• The nearest subway is 'Kelvinbridge' which is 0.2 miles away (4
minutes walking). The station offers blue badge parking bays. For
more details about the subways accessibility visit www.spt.co.uk
Car Parking
• Blue badge holders can park free of charge on both sides of Great
Western Road, without any time limit at the 'pay and display'
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• There are 5 spaces at the opposite side of the restaurant and 4
spaces on Wudon's side.
• The spaces on our side are about 25 yards away (23m away)
• There is also plenty of parking onHamilton Park Avenue opposite
Wudon, again this is free when displaying your blue badge
• The nearest pedestrian crossing and lowered kerb is 0.1 miles (176
yards) at either side of the restaurant
• All car parking areas are well lit.
• The pavements and roads are in reasonably good condition
Buses
• There are two bus stops in the immediate vicinity of the restaurant,
one to the left as you exit and another directly across the road.
• Regular Bus service serve the restaurant: Routes 6/6N and 6A. To
help plan your journey further information can be found at:
http://www.firstgroup.com/ukbus/glasgow/journey_planning/tim
etables/index.php?operator=10&page=1&redirect=no

Taxis
• Taxis can drop off directly outside Wudon.
• Glasgow Taxi (0141 429 7070) have acces sible wheelchair taxis
that are available on request. Network Taxi (0141 557 1110) and
Hampden Cabs (0141 332 5050) can only take folded wheelchairs.
• On departure, out staff our happy to call a taxi for you.
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Car Parking Facilities and Arrival
Entrance
• On arrival there is a small front step at 3.5 cm (less than 1 1/2 ").
• The main door opens out to the road and is 85cm (34") wide
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• As you enter there are stairs that lead you to the kitchen and
main toilets. There are 13 steps, each with a height of 16cm (6.5")
with hand rails on both sides.

• On your right there is a 2nd door which opens out and is also
85cm (34") wide. At this point you will see our accessible lift and
stairs to the seating area
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• There are 3 steps and handrails on both sides. There is 40cm
(16") from the ground to the upper floor. Alternatively customers
can use the accessible lift which is 100cm (39.5") wide by 94cm
(37") deep.
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• All of our staff are happy to help if you require any assistance

Restaurant & Bar Area
Restaurant
• The seating area is step free access. There is a small bar, 4
black stools by the window and an accessible toilet at the back.
• There are 12 tables but on a busy night, tables and chairs can be
rearranged so there are 16 tables and there is a capacity of 50
customers.
• The tables have a a clear height of 73cm (28.5").
• Chairs have no arms, a dark wood frame, and are 45cm (17.5")
high
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• In general it is easy to move around the restauranthowever it is
more difficult on a busy night
If you do have any access requirements as a wheelchair user it is
recommended that you book in advance and advise us of these
• Flooring is a mixture of hardwood and flooring
• Lighting is light and natural at the front and more subdued at the
back. There is a mixture of spot lights and lampshades which are on
dimmer switches
• The restaurant is table service throughout
• Background music is played in the restaurant
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Service
• Most dishes can be amended to suit and our staff can help. Please
let us know in advance if you have any allergies.
Our menu is flexible. We offer 'wee plates', sushi, small bowls of
soup and lots more.
You can order as or as little as you feel, or share a variety of
dishes. Our staff are happy to provide extra plates or bowls if
required.
Highchairs, baby changing, children's menu, bottle and food
warming are available.
We use 2 different styles of crockery: white and brown.
There are chopsticks on the table, but silver cutlery is available on
request.
Large print food and drinks menus are available on request. We
also have a magnifying glass.
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Customer Toilets
Customer Toilets
Customer toilets are located in the basement accessed by stairs
only.
The accessible toilet is located at the back of the restaurant.
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• The door is light and easy to open, its 85cm (34") wide,

The transfer space is 89cm (35"), height of the toilet is 48.5cm
(19").
There are rails on one side of the toilet.
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There is an emergency pull down cord
Lever tap on sink.
Baby Changing facilities are available.

Additional Information
• Further information
• This access statement is available in larger print on request.
• Assista
nce dogs are welcome and if water bowls are available
on request. Glasgow Botanical Gardens is 644m (0.4 miles)
which has lots of green space for a spending area.
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Future Plans
• We plan to add a hand rail to the inside of the accessible toilet
door.
• We are continuously improving our website, any comments you
have are much appreciated on how to make it more accessible.
Feedback
• We would welcome any comments you may have on this
Access Statement.
Contact Information
Address (Inc postcode): 535 Great Western Road Glasgow G12 8HN
Telephone:

0141 357 3033

Email:

info@wudon-noodlebar.co.uk

Website:

www.wudon-noodlebar.co.uk

Hours Of Operation:

Monday to Saturday 12.00 – 23.00, Sunday
12.30 – 22.00. Last orders are 30 minutes
before closing.
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